The upreducibility of students has been declared the major cause for the current text book hassle between instructors and the bookstore.

Both sides admit to seeing the other's viewpoint; neither side has a solution to the problem. Instructors are upset because the book orders they placed through the campus bookstore for Winter Quarter were cut arbitrarily. El Corral personnel are upset because they feel the bookstore took Fall Quarter when students didn't buy all the books that were ordered, and instructors were not notified.

Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager, said the bookstore has an obligation to the students to make a profit, because all the money from the bookstore goes toward a loan for construction of the College Union.

"In the past we have always bought as many books as instructors ordered," Mrs. Green said. "The problem arose Fall Quarter. There was a pronounced student resistance to book orders."

When books are not sold the bookstore can do two things, but either alternative means lost revenue.

The bookstore can return 35 per cent of the book orders, but that figure is based on the total sales of the previous year. If that figure was $10,000, and the store's contribution of books totaling $300,000 in value. If there were no purchases from the publisher the previous year there is no basis for a return. In addition the bookstore must pay the shipping charges both ways.

The alternative is to sell them to a used book wholesaler for approximately 30 cents on the dollar or sell them to another college.

Mrs. Green said her staff attempts to estimate before placing orders how many books students will need, how many from Poly Phase, how many from other students, and how many students will share books.

Instructors contacted by the Campus Daily claimed there was no real hostility toward the bookstore, just over this specific issue.

Lloyd Becher, history instructor, said he does not feel the conflict will be unique to campus. This quarter will solve the conflict between the bookstore and the professor will be unique to this campus," he said.
Plush seats a memory

Editor:

This should be directed to those people that attended the movies last weekend. You all know me. I’m the “F” two-hundred pound guy who sat in front of you. You must remember me. I’m the one who blocked out Carrie Bernang’s belly button.

Many students, as they squirmed in agony, remembered the comfortable seats in the Old Polyclinic Theatre. This student wonders, as many others do, why those fine films aren’t shown in the vacant theatre. Could it be that the Drama Department doesn’t want to share facilities? Or possibly it may be that the students of Poly must suffer through uncomfortable sets because we have a student union that must be used no matter what. I hope so. I hope that we don’t have to risk our sight to get a glimpse of the students when it comes to showing them.

Letter advice

The editors of Mustang Daily encourage letters to the editor. In view of space limitations we would request that all letters be kept concise and brief. No letters in excess of 500 words will be printed in their entirety.

Muskie given union support

Maine (UPI) — Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine won the endorsement of Maine Labor Federation union leader today when Jerry Wurf, president of the 80,000-member government workers union, declared him the best presidential candidate to lead the Democratic party to victory.

Wurf, head of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, because the first union chief to take a public stand on any of the potential candidates.

Historian comments on speech

Editor:

I would like to direct a few comments to the speech delivered by Speaker of the House Richard Nixon Tuesday morning, courtesy of the Military Science Department. While I do not deny that Mr. Rich overlooked was the fact of this nation, and has already been doing the same thing. He stated that the UNR would not promote a solution to the Middle East tensions because it was not in its interests. I would like to remind him that for eight years we have been embroiled in a war that was in our interest (or perhaps the interests of American industry, which is this country). Melvin Laird stated in late November of last year, that 484,000 men remaining in Vietnam, that we could pull out of Vietnam in 17 days, and that it would take months to remove US forces if we did. We have, and still are in Vietnam because we would continue to make blood money. Seventy-three percent of the people in this nation have shown their disfavor of US foreign policy. However, Mr. Nixon’s has stated that “I cannot abandon my policies because of public demonstration”.

Mr. Rich concluded his speech with the statements that “the Military is an honorable profession. We are a great nation because of public support. We have never lost a war.” He also noted that a nation’s greatness was directly proportional to its military power, and that ours was declining with Russia’s increases. This, he said, will give our government the reason necessary to over spend on military weapons, draft more men to defend the economy, and to initiate change if the decisions being made are not truly representative of the student body.

Speak—it’s your money

Some students don’t seem to have too much use for student government, presuming that the people in student government, are simply playing games and that the whole set-up is meaningless.

Whether or not student government is a game seems to be a pointless question, however, when you consider the impact the actions of student government can have on every student.

Nearly one-quarter of the amount of money a student pays annually in registration fees goes to support the Associated Students, Inc., and the College Union. In the case of ASI fees alone, about $283,000 is collected each year and appropriated to support various programs. The way that money is spent should be the concern of every student at this college. Yet only a tiny minority of students are involved in the decision-making process of where money ends up.

Budget hearings to decide how the money should be spent next year begin Jan. 24. If any student has any complaints about the programs offered here and its amount of financial support, these programs receive from the ASI, he should, as the saying goes, speak now or forever hold his peace.

Also, Student Affairs Council meets each Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. Every week far-reaching decisions are made that concern every student.

The Student Affairs Committee and Student Affairs Council can have no idea of student priorities unless they receive input from individual students.

It is student money being spent. Every student owns it all for himself to find out how that money is being allocated and to initiate change if the decisions being made are not truly representative of the student body.

NOTE: The weekly Mustang Daily Dime is distributed to students of the University of Idaho for 50 cents. It is supported by advertising and student dues of the Associated Students of the University of Idaho. Its contents are the responsibility of the editor.
Legal drug abuse discussed

The hazards of living in a pill-popping society and the misuse of legal drugs were hashed over by a panel of local professionals and interested students at Tuesday's Project 9 meeting.

With the topic of "Psycho-Pharmacology and Legal Drug Abuse," Steve Bollinger from Sierra Vista Hospital began the discussion by introducing the four categories of misused drugs. Bollinger said, "There are the narcotics, which include the opiates; the sedatives, which include alcohol and marijuana; the hallucinogens, which include LSD and mescaline; and the stimulants, which include amphetamines, diet pills, and cocaine.

Bollinger commented that drugs are a common problem to people other than just the "hippies in the Haight-Ashbury." Check Bremmer from the Fair Oaks Pharmacy said, "Right now the state has control over the use of many drugs, and doctors can only prescribe those drugs which are legally designated by authorities." Bremmer believes in the prevention of drug abuse but not in strict penalties. He thinks that one should try to change the law, not try to break it.

Darrell Bennett from this campus' Health Center claims that, "People today definitely have a false security about drugs. They...say..."There's only one special problem and that's my child who is using..." One of the dispensation members added, "The fact is that many of those abnormalities are in the head." Jim Jones from Carpenter's Health Center commented, "We need to take diseases in relation to their therapeutic value and not as a crutch so that they abuse the drug."

The group responded with applause for Bremmer when he said of drugs, "No one knows for sure what he is getting when he deals with the street source."

Bennett said, "Whereas most people believe a drug will kill all the bacteria in their body when, for example, they have a cold, the real truth is that the drug will only slow down the growth of the micro-organisms." He said that people have to make an effort to take care of their bodies, too.

Art scholarship offered

A $600 art scholarship in memory of Monica Zuchelli, daughter of journalism instructor Kitty Zuchelli, will be awarded by the Santa Maria Arts Council this spring. Miss Zuchelli was in the threshold of a promising career prior to her untimely death last fall.

Entries for the scholarship competition include vocal or instrumental music, drama, modern or ballet dance, and two or three dimensional art. To be eligible the applicant must have resided in the Allan Hancock College geographical area for at least the past two years.

Application blanks are available by contacting Nat Fast, Santa Maria Arts Council, PO Box 63, Santa Maria, Calif. All entries must be submitted no later than Friday, February 18, or three dimensional art. To be eligible the applicant must have resided in the Allan Hancock College geographical area for at least the past two years.

Application blanks are available by contacting Nat Fast, Santa Maria Arts Council, PO Box 63, Santa Maria, Calif. All entries must be submitted no later than Friday, February 18.
The Bulldogs will be trying to stop the Mustangs two game winning streak as well as to hand Neale Stoner, the Bulldogs will be better effort on everyone's part.

Monday, 90-81.

They are one of the better coached basketball teams in the PCAA.